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Fig. 1. The THOMAS system developed for data center monitoring

Abstract—We describe THOMAS, an inexpensive autonomous robot capable of navigating previously unseen data centers and monitoring key environmental parameters. We show the effectiveness of THOMAS with two experimental studies and discuss various practical geometric issues that have arisen during its design and evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over time, data centers around the world are consuming ever more energy, with those in the US now responsible for an estimated 2% of the nation’s electricity budget [4], [7]. All of the power required to run IT equipment is ultimately dissipated as heat, and a comparable amount of power may be required by cooling systems employed to remove it. Thus efficient data center cooling is of paramount importance.

A common contributor to data center (DC) cooling inefficiency is over-aggressive cooling, which can result from a lack of understanding of the DC temperature distribution or failure to properly adjust cooling system parameters.

In order to enable frequent, low-cost DC monitoring, we have developed THOMAS (THermal Observation using Mobile Autonomous Sensing), shown in Fig. 1, a fully autonomous robotic platform for navigating, mapping and sensing key environmental data. In large data centers that it has already mapped, THOMAS can selectively choose locations at which to collect sensor readings, so as to near-optimally recover a temperature profile given a constrained sampling budget. A robotic sensing platform such as THOMAS enables one to easily and cheaply deploy new sensors or sensor types, avoiding expensive installation costs that would be associated with static sensor deployment.

After describing the design and implementation of THOMAS and discussing its successful field deployment in two data centers, we describe and evaluate a selective sampling method used by THOMAS to reduce the time or number of observations required to obtain a sufficiently accurate thermal profile of a data center. Finally, we present several geometric problems that arise in the context of this application, in the hope that they will inspire more formal problem formulations and creative solutions by the computational geometry community.

II. THOMAS: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The primary design objective of THOMAS is to support autonomous, low-cost navigation and monitoring of key environmental metrics in a data center. While we have limited the first deployment to include temperature sensors only, natural next steps include adding air flow and humidity sensors. Since these quantities typically vary vertically, we provide sensing capabilities at different heights. In addition to monitoring and navigation, THOMAS also provides live, runtime feedback to higher-level management software for dynamic cooling efficiency analysis, data center reconfiguration, hot/cold spot detection and remediation, and adaptive cooling techniques.

THOMAS was developed on top of the iRobot Create robotic research platform. Its robust, low-cost mobile chassis provides a high-level interface for motor control, odometry and on-board sensors. The capabilities of the Create platform were augmented with a webcam-based vision component for navigation and tile detection, an off-the-shelf netbook for on-board processing and a custom thermocouple interface, attached to an aluminum pole for sensing temperature at
The THOMAS vision system is robust with respect to contrast, illumination and partial occlusion of tiles. However, it only provides a differential pose relative to a tile, rather than a full robot pose with respect to the room. We use odometry to keep track of tile crossings and rotations. For global localization, we combine these differential visual observations with odometric feedback using an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [6]. The global reference frame is defined by the starting location and orientation.

Given the current tile pose in the global reference frame, the map containing the tile type (perforated or not) and tile obstruction (occluded or not) must be created. In order to fully explore the data center layout, we use a frontier-based exploration system based on A* [3], [8]. As our evaluations show, this exploration algorithm visits, on average, only 16% more tiles than the number of visitable tiles in the DC.

III. FIELD DEPLOYMENTS

We conducted two sets of experimental deployments of THOMAS in two separate production DCs. The first set of experiments was performed at a research DC in Hawthorne, N.Y. This research DC presented many interesting challenges due to its frequent reconfiguration and most importantly because of its many different types of perforated tiles. It thus became an ideal training DC for THOMAS’ tile classifier and we conducted dozens of experimental runs there to tune the vision and localization algorithms.

Our experiments demonstrated the robustness of THOMAS in detecting and navigating through a variety of obstacles that can be encountered in DCs, the reliability of localization with dynamically-varying DC layouts, and the resilience of our vision system in classifying a range of different tile configurations. Overall, this Hawthorne DC comprised 4800 square feet, contained 220 visitable tiles and was completely scanned in 46 minutes.

The second of our deployments was at an enterprise DC in Southbury, CT. This DC was much more static, tiles were relatively uniform, and obstructions were limited in number. Although the tiles in this DC differed substantially from those of the research DC, with different colors, perforation patterns and tile edges, THOMAS successfully scanned this data center on its first run and in several follow-up runs. This DC comprised 960 square feet, contained 115 visitable tiles and our initial scan was completed in 28 minutes.

IV. SELECTIVE SAMPLING

In small DCs such as those used in field deployments, complete scans of every location will complete in a reasonable amount of time. However, in large DCs, complete dense scans could take days to complete, rendering continuous monitoring impractical. A dense scan over a long time period could have inherent temporal variations, reducing the scan’s usability. Moreover, in many enterprise DCs, administrative constraints would limit the duration for actively scanning the DC. Thus, in lieu of repeat dense scans, it is desirable to judiciously select a number of informative points that accurately represent the thermal profile of the entire DC.

For selecting a near-optimal subset of sensing locations, we used the mutual information (MI) criterion proposed by Guestrin et al. [2]. Given the complete set of \( N \) samples we choose a subset of size \( K \) such that we can best recover the temperatures at the remaining \( N - K \) locations, using an interpolation method known as Gaussian Process regression [5]. If we let \( \mathcal{A} \) denote the set of locations already measured by the robot, our objective is to maximize the change in mutual information by adding a new sensing location, in other words, we wish to maximize:

\[
MI(\mathcal{A} \cup y) - MI(\mathcal{A}) = H(y|\mathcal{A}) - H(y|\overline{\mathcal{A}})
\]

where \( H(x|z) \) is the conditional entropy and \( y \) is a proposed new sensing location.

We evaluated our MI-based selective sampling approach in comparison to two additional algorithms: random and uniform. The first algorithm selects \( k \) points at random from...
all possible sensing locations for a given sample set size of \( k \). The second algorithm picks \( k \) “well separated” points from among all sensing locations, in a sense that will be described in the section on geometric considerations (section V-B). An actual medium-size DC in Zurich, Switzerland containing approximately 500 tiles was used for the evaluations with different thermal profiles. For each experiment, a range of selective sample set sizes, \( k \), were used. These \( k \) measurements were used to create an approximation of the thermal profile of the DC. The estimated and the actual thermal profile were compared across the whole DC to evaluate the accuracy of each scheme. Fig. 3 shows the root-mean-squared error for each of the three sampling techniques for different values of \( k \). As the figure shows, our MI-based selection is consistently more accurate than both uniform and random sampling for \( k \geq 10 \) samples.

We also validated our selective sampling strategy with actual physical experiments in the small production DC in Southbury, CT, the layout of which is depicted in Fig. 4(a). We first configured THOMAS to create a dense scan of this DC. A portion of the temperature profile acquired from this initial scan is shown in Fig. 4(b). After the initial scan, we configured THOMAS to operate in “selective sampling mode”, where it computed 10 representative sensing locations, and planned and traversed an expedient path among these locations, taking temperature readings at the identified tiles. It then used Gaussian Process regression to approximate the entire DC thermal profile based on the sparse set of samples. Compared to the initial full dense scan, the RMS errors achieved with two separate sparse scans at 10 sensing points were 1.72 and 2.27°C. These results indicate that in an actual enterprise DC setting, THOMAS can effectively approximate an entire DC thermal profile with a relatively small representative sample. The two sets of 10 samples (and ensuing computation using Gaussian Process regression) took THOMAS only 5 minutes each, compared to 28 minutes for the full scan.

V. GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS

Having introduced THOMAS and described its successful deployment in two data centers, we cite in this section some of the myriad interesting geometric problems that arise in the context of robotic mapping and monitoring of data centers. One broad class of issues pertains to the vision algorithms used for navigation, and for recognizing specific types of objects such as perforated tiles. However, in this section we choose to focus on a different class of geometric issues: those pertaining to the choice of path followed by the robot.

One of the fundamental challenges in our algorithm design is to visit all tiles we need to visit in as little time as possible. The time-wise efficiency of any algorithm is important because we generally need to be sure that measurements of environmental parameters do not vary over the course of the sampling epoch, and also because we must maximize the robot’s coverage between battery recharges, which are highly time consuming.

We divide our discussion of path algorithms into two main categories: path exploration and selective sampling and discuss each in turn.

A. Path Planning Issues

To plan our initial path through all tiles with no foreknowledge of the data center layout, we use frontier-based
exploration based on A*. A* is a “best-first” heuristic enhancement to Dijkstra’s shortest path tree algorithm due to Hart, Nilsson and Raphael [3], and the frontier-based variant of it we use is due to Yamauchi[8]. When this frontier-based exploration heuristic encounters a Depth First Search (DFS) dead end, it returns to the closest unvisited tile and then continues in DFS fashion. In experiments using layouts of real data centers with \( n \) connected visitable tiles, frontier-based A* visited an average of \( 1.16n \) tiles, while naïve depth-first search visited an average of \( 1.84n \).

In addition to considering what tile to visit next, an exploratory path algorithm must also govern the direction in which the robot faces, since the robot is mounted with a single camera facing straight ahead. Turning to look at whether neighbors to the north, south, east or west are visitable is a cost, but the knowledge gained from looking in each of these directions can be valuable. In our first deployment, we initially tried a “lazy looking” algorithm, such that, if the tile directly ahead was visitable, we would never look to the sides to see if these neighboring tiles were visitable or not. The rationale for this strategy is that it avoids the time cost of continually turning to check whether neighboring tiles are visitable. Intuitively, this would appear to be an efficient strategy in tours that consist mainly of long straight, narrow paths. The drawback is that less information is available to frontier-based A* when it tries to quickly dart back to the nearest not-yet visited, but known to be visitable, tile, once it reaches a dead end. Therefore, we have switched from “lazy looking” to the opposite strategy, whereby we turn continually to ascertain the visitability of all neighboring tiles. In the initial stages of the search, the robot appears to twitch a lot, but overall its frontier-based A* behavior is more efficient. We feel it is important to characterize this tradeoff more precisely and adopt appropriately adaptive strategies.

B. Selective Sampling Issues

The selective sampling problem as posed in the previous section is over-simplified in several respects. First, we merely find the \( k \) best sampling points that most reliably recover the values at the remaining sampling locations. However, it is more meaningful to find the best \( k \) sample points such that the recovered temperature surface is as close to the true surface as possible. The catch is that the “true temperature surface” is unknown. However, one can make the simplifying assumption that our interpolation from the initially dense set of samples matches reality exactly. Trying to reproduce the “true” surface in this way would, in general, give more weight to sampling locations in areas where it is more difficult to sample.

Other issues with our algorithm for finding the \( k \) most informative sampling points include (i) the time cost is not considered (i.e. we should consider not the total number of samples, but the time required to visit the sample locations and collect the readings); (ii) we attempt to select \( k \) samples in a single shot, and never consider altering that set in light of information collected from the initial samples; and (iii) we strive for more samples in regions in which the spatial gradient of temperature is high, but we are not yet considering regions in which the time gradient of temperature is high. Given that our intent is to capture samples that are representative of a snapshot in time, we should sample at these time-sensitive locations especially quickly. In other words, we should scoot around to these time-sensitive locations and then, in more leisurely fashion, sample the remaining points.

Our comparison of sparse sampling based on mutual information to geometrically uniform sampling raises questions about what “geometrically uniform” sampling really means. In data centers that are approximately rectangular, we might divide the data center into equi-sized rectangles and pick a point as close to the center of each piece as possible. However, if the data center is particularly thin or wide, this can result in points that are not well stratified in one of the dimensions, and hence not well-separated. In highly non-rectangular data centers, the problem may be even worse. Are there better methods? We finally chose a different method for finding well-separated points using circle-packing. How good is this method? What optimality guarantees can be developed for it?

We mention one final geometric problem that pertains to large data centers: no matter how efficiently the tiles are traversed, a dense scan may take too long for it to be regarded as an approximation to a snapshot in time and hence serve as a basis for the determination of near-optimal points to sub-sample from. Suppose that the robot is given a sampling budget of just 30 minutes per day. How can it best weave together a large number of 30-minute samples to obtain a decent approximation to the temperature distribution across the data center at one instant in time?
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